
 

Colocation
Services
The sensible way to keep your 
servers safe and secure.

We understand the importance of your customers’ data. It has to 
be protected at all cost. But what if we could make that “cost” a 
lot more affordable?

With our Colocation Services, you gain access to data centers 
throughout Latin America that feature the highest levels of 
security and operational reliability. Each site provides a team of 
highly-trained engineers, technicians, and customer care 
specialists, who will work around the clock to monitor and protect 
your mission-critical data.
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Why Our Solutions Meet Your Needs

Neutrona Networks offers the right solutions for 
telecommunications companies needing to connect 
their enterprise customers into one of the world’s 
fastest growing regions–Latin America.   Here’s what 
separates us from the competition.

Neutrality – While many competitors rely upon a single network infrastructure, we 

can run our services on top of any international cable system. This neutral approach 

allows us to provide customized solutions that fit your specific needs and budget 

while avoiding any of the inherent limitations of using just one individual backbone.  

Reach – We’ve built an extensive, pan-regional network of POPs that gives 

international carriers a bridge into the local networks of the Caribbean, Central 

America, Mexico, and South America.  And we’ve supplemented this network with 

a series of extended agreements with key partners throughout Latin America.

Duality ®  – Because every Neutrona International POP connects at least two 

separate sub-sea cable systems, your enterprise customers can transmit all forms 

of communications–voice, data, video and visual images–over  secure, redundant 

and reliable connections all across Latin America. 

Expertise  – We bring to our customers a decade of experience operating one of 

the most extensive networks in Latin America.  You can be confident that we can 

satisfy all of your logistical needs with an unsurpassed combination of regional 

contacts, marketplace knowledge, and business savvy.

Convenience  – Our partners, our services, and our carrier relationships mean you 

get “one-stop-shop” service, no matter how complex or  wide-reaching your need.  

When you work with Neutrona Networks International, we’ll make sure you get the 

complete solution through just one partner–us.  

Support  – We believe in personal support from dedicated specialists, who 

intimately know their carrier customers, talk to them often, and carefully monitor 

their services “around the clock.”  We even assign two account representatives to 

every customer, so someone will always be there to provide personal attention 

when needed.   In sum, you’ll know our people, and they’ll know you.

Besides the on-site logistical support 

provided by our engineers, 

technicians and customer service 

specialists, our experienced “Smart 

Hands” team can provide remote 

management, perform custom 

installations, and troubleshoot 

equipment issues.

Onsite security arrangements include 

cameras, key cards, and physical 

authentication systems.

Standard power density cabinets 

or suites are available with optional 

higher power density.  You get the 

added security of Uninterruptible 

Power Supply (UPS) systems that 

prevent power spikes, surges 

and brownouts.

We provide DC power availability 

and redundant cooling systems.

You will find colocation centers 

in 10 countries—Argentina, 

Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, 

Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay 

and Venezuela.
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